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Observation of Anomalous Transport of Strongly Multiple Scattered Light
in Thin Disordered Slabs
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We present results of experiments on the transport of light through thin random media. Total
transmission and time-resolved propagation measurements were performed using strongly scattering
samples of varying thicknessL. For Ly, , 8, where , is the transport mean free path, the
observed decay times from the long-time exponential behavior exhibit strong deviations from diffusion
theory and radiative transport theory, whereas the total transmission measurements do not. For the
thinnest samplesLy, . 2d a reduction of the diffusion coefficient with a factor of 2 was observed.
[S0031-9007(97)04617-6]
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The interest in the field of multiple scattering of clas
sical waves in random media was initially led by th
analogy with electron scattering in disordered metals. T
observation of the counterpart for light of Anderson lo
calization [1] was the ultimate goal. However, exper
mental parameters to attain this effect have not yet be
achieved. Many other interesting phenomena in light sc
tering have since been investigated and observed, am
others weak localization and universal conductance flu
tuations in light transmission [2,3]. Recently, interest ha
arisen in medical imaging applications to determine op
cally the location of objects in strongly scattering biologi
cal tissues. Optical imaging may serve as an importa
substitute for x-ray based techniques as optical radiati
is nonionizing. Pulse transmission measurements on v
short time scales already give promising results [4].

An exact description of propagation of light through
medium that scatters and absorbs is quite complicated.
tremendous simplification is obtained if the propagatio
can be described with transport theory, where all interfe
ence effects are neglected. If the sample size (L) is con-
siderably larger than the transport mean free path,, there
will be no coherent beam left and the equation of radiativ
transfer reduces to a diffusion equation [5,6]. The stud
of localization of light is concerned with the breakdown
of diffusion theory for strongly scattering thick samples.

Here we report on an observed breakdown of radi
tive transfer theory for relatively thinsLy, , 8d strongly
scattering samples. For large thicknesses these sam
behave according to diffusion theory. Using a new e
perimental technique [7] we studied the dynamics of ligh
propagation in thin disordered samples and found su
prisingly large deviations from time-dependent diffusio
theory and radiative transfer theory. The diffusion co
efficient following from the long-time exponential decay
of the transmitted pulse appears to depend on the sam
thickness and is considerably reduced forLy, . 2.

The experiments were performed on strongly scatteri
samples made of TiO2 particles (with refractive indexn ø
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2.8) on the basis of commercially available rutile pigmen
The particles have a size distribution characterized byd 
220 6 70 nm. We prepared samples with a thicknes
ranging from 1.43 to 18mm. Mean values and standard
deviations ofL were determined by measuring on sever
positions on the samples using a microscope. For
samples the estimated standard deviation ofL was 0.3mm.

In the time-resolved experiments the transport of a
ultrashort light pulse through the sample is investigat
employing a new time-resolved interferometric approa
[7] in which, contrary to custom in ultrafast spectroscop
no nonlinear techniques are used. This approach ena
a measurement of transmitted pulses with an exceptio
ally high dynamic range and high time resolution. A
70 fs pulse from a Ti:Sa laser with a central wavelength
l  781 nm is focused on the sample with a lens with
focal length of 10 cm. A second lens with a focal length o
2.5 cm is used to collect the scattered light in transmissio
The interferometric autocorrelation function of a doub
pulse consisting of the scattered pulse and a delayed un
turbed pulse is recorded using a Fourier-transform (F
spectrometer (BioRad FTS-60A). The FT spectrometer e
ables us to measure the autocorrelation function with a tim
resolution of the order of 10 fs. A Mach-Zehnder interfe
ometer at the front end of the FT spectrometer is used
create the double-pulsed signal. The reference pulse is
plitude modulated at 100 kHz using a photoelastic mod
lator (Hinds) and two polarization filters. Using a lock-in
technique, the autocorrelation function coming from the F
spectrometer is demodulated enabling measurements w
an exceptionally large dynamic range (5 orders of ma
nitude). The autocorrelation function is the combinatio
of the autocorrelation function of the two pulses and the
cross correlates. The cross-correlation functions cont
all information on the pulse transport through the diso
dered sample as function of time.

We first show that the utilized experimental inter
ferometric technique essentially measures the avera
intensity, a quantity that is easily compared with resu
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4369
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from transport theories. The interferometrically measure
cross-correlation function is related to a spatial amplitud
amplitude correlation function validinside the sample,
which can be written as

CrsDLycd  DC 1
1

Dt

Z Dty2

2Dty2
dt

3 Asigst, rdAp
refst 1 DLyc, rd , (1)

whereDLyc is the variable delay in the Michelson interfer-
ometer of the FT spectrometer,Dt is the integration time,
andAref andAsig are the reference and signal amplitudes
respectively. The term designated by DC is a consta
given by the mean intensity of the pulses. For the sign
amplitude we can write

Asigst, rd 
Z t

2`
dt

Z
dr0 Gst, r, r0dSst 2 t, r0d , (2)

whereGst, r, r0d is the Green’s function which satisfies the
wave equation and describes the propagation of scatte
light through the disordered sample.Sst, rd is a source
term for which we will use a point sourceSst, rd 
jstddsr 2 rsourced with j having a Gaussian profile. The
amplitudeAsig exhibits strong fluctuations as a function o
position r, which is a behavior known as speckle. Th
correlation functionCrsDLycd oscillates with a period of
DLyc. To eliminate both the speckles and the fringes, w
have averaged the square of the cross-correlation funct
using 50 to 100 measurements by focusing the impingin
pulse at different positions of the sample. For the avera
of

C
s2d
rr 0 sDLycd ; CrsDLycdCr0 sDLycd , (3)

one can write

kCs2d
rr0 sDLycdl ~

1
Dt

Z Dty2

2Dty2
dt

3 exp

(
22

√
t 1 DLyc

Dt

!2æ
Fst; r, r0d ,

(4)

with

Fst, r, r0d ~
Z t

2`

dt exp

(
22

√
t 2 t

Dt

!2)
kjGst, r, r0dj2l ,

(5)

where the width of the incoming Gaussian pulse isDt

(ø70 fs in our experiments). From Eq. (5) we see that th
signal intensity is a convolution of the incoming intensity
with the average of the squared Green’s function. Th
latter is a slowly varying function which can be related
directly to results from diffusion theory [6,8].

A typical result of the time-resolved transmission of
sample of 1.43mm thickness is shown in Fig. 1, where we
have plotted the intensity on a logarithmic scale as functio
of time. An exponential decay for long times is observe
over 3 orders of magnitude. The maximum at short time
is mainly determined by the coherent (unscattered) puls
4370
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FIG. 1. Typical result of a time-resolved measurement of th
transmitted pulse on a 1.43mm sample [solid line, indicated
with (a)]. The intensity of the pulse is plotted as function
of time. The dotted line (b) shifted in time represents the
Fourier filtered signal to which an exponential function wa
fitted: decay timeø70 fs. The relative residual between the
determined and measured signal is shown on top of the figu
The dashed line (c) shows the result of a measurement on
4.4 mm sample, demonstrating the exceptionally high dynam
range of 5 orders of magnitude.

while the exponential decay is due to multiple scatterin
in the sample. Apparently not all the fringes of the cross
correlation function have been averaged out. They we
removed using an additional Fourier filter. The filtered
intensity is also given in Fig. 1 and has been used fo
an exponential fit yielding a decay time of 70 fs, which
demonstrates the high time resolution of our method. T
show the quality of the fit, we have included the relative
residual. We estimated the error in the decay time usin
two independent data sets from one sample and found
value of ø1 fs. We also presented in the same figur
results of a measurement on a 4.4mm sample exhibiting
the exceptionally high dynamic range that can be obtaine

To characterize our samples, stationary experimen
were performed. The transport mean free path, of
the samples was determined by measuring the to
transmission at the wavelength of interestsl  781 nmd
nm. In the setup the sample is illuminated at one side an
all the transmitted light is collected using an integratin
sphere. In Fig. 2 the results for the total transmission a
function of sample thickness are presented.

To infer the transport mean free path from these me
surements we have to take into account the effect of refra
tive index mismatches. When applying diffusion theory
to finite samples, some refinements are required. T
describe the fact that the diffusive intensity is actuall
nonzero at a boundary an extrapolation length [6,9]z0 . ,
is introduced defining the effective slab thicknessLeff 
L 1 2z0 to be used in diffusion theory. To account for
the influence of internal reflection due to the refractiv
index mismatch at the boundaries [10], the extrapolatio
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FIG. 2. Measured total transmission as function of samp
thicknessL. The effective thickness of the sample is adjuste
for internal reflection with an extrapolation length2z  2.3,.
The solid line is the theoretical description based on diffusio
theory of the total transmission using a transport mean free p
,  0.95 mm.

length has to be modified according to [11]z  z0s1 1

R dys1 2 R d, whereR is the angle-averaged reflection co
efficient at each boundary. The extrapolation length c
also be incorporated in diffusion theory by modifying th
boundary conditions of the diffusion equation [6,10,11
For the stationary case and for isotropic scattering, so
tions of the Milne equation show [9] that the value ofz0

for an semi-infinite medium becomes smaller by only
few percent for slab thicknesses2 # Ly, # 16. Com-
parison of numerical simulations with diffusion theory ha
shown [12] that the total transmission for varyingL and
R is very well described by the diffusion theory resu
T  s, 1 zdysL 1 2zd, in which z0  2,y3 [6,11].

Our samples are prepared on a quartz substratesn 
1.46d leading to two boundaries with different reflection
coefficients:Ras (air sample) andRsq (sample-quartz sub-
strate) giving rise to two extrapolation lengths:zas andzsq.
Experiments performed to study the effect of refractive i
dex contrast [13] showed that Mie theory in the indepe
dent scattering approximation gives reliable results for t
mean index of refraction of the sample. We estimat
for the mean index of refractionneff  1.34 leading to
Ras  0.4 and Rsq  0.02. The total transmission data
were fitted employing results from diffusion theory with
extrapolation lengthz  szas 1 zsqdy2. The fit for the to-
tal transmission is shown in Fig. 2 for the obtained valu
for the transport mean free path:,  0.95 6 0.1 mm. In
our experimentsk, ø 8 so our samples are indeed strongl
scattering.

The transport mean free path can also be determined
another, independent, stationary experiment. Measur
enhanced backscattering cones for thick samples yield
value for the scattering mean free path0.65 6 0.1 mm.
This is in good agreement with the value obtained fro
the total transmission data and therefore gives an indep
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dent consistency check on both the measured sample thi
ness and transport mean free path. The absorption len
has been determined and was found to be,abs ø 80 mm.
The maximum thickness of our samples was 18mm, so
absorption plays no role in our experiments. All our sta
tionary experiments could be interpreted with convention
stationary diffusion theory.

We will now try to interpret our dynamic results with
time-dependent diffusion theory focusing on thelong-
time behavior of the transmitted pulses. For extremel
thin disordered samplessLy, # 1d diffusion theory will
clearly break down. Although forLy, # 10 deviations
in the short-time behavior of transmitted pulses have be
shown experimentally [14] one expects for the long-tim
diffusion theory still to hold. Assuming that the light
propagating through the disordered sample can be d
scribed by a diffusion process, the long-time exponenti
decay of the transmitted pulse is characterized [8] by
decay timetD

1ytD  p2DyL2
eff , (6)

where the effective sample size is given byLeff  L 1

2z. In conventional diffusion theory, the decay timetD

exhibits a length dependence according to Eq. (6). Th
diffusion constantD follows from (6), the experimentally
obtained decay times and thicknesses of the sampl
The results are presented in Fig. 3, where the diffusio
constant is plotted as a function of sample thicknes
We observe a strong dependence on sample thickness
the apparent diffusion constant forLy, , 8. The thick
samplessLy, . 8d are characterized by the diffusion
constantD that does not depend on thickness. We foun
D  32 6 2 m2ys. Using this value as a reference one

FIG. 3. The measured apparent diffusion constant (triangle
as function of sample thicknessL. The thick samplessLy, .
8d are characterized by the diffusion constantD. The plotted
data are scaled with thisD (dashed line). Within standard
diffusion theory the diffusion constant should not depend o
thickness. A strong reduction of the diffusion constant of abou
50% can be seen for the thinnest sample. The error bars a
tilted since the errors onD are mainly due to the uncertainty in
determiningL.
4371
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observes a deviation in the diffusion constant of abo
50% for the thinnest sample. Obviously,1ytD does not
obey the diffusion result (6).

We now try to explain our experimental results wit
transport theory that goes beyond the diffusion descriptio
To investigate the length dependence of1ytD numeri-
cal calculations have been performed on the time-resolv
Bethe-Salpether (BS) equation [3,15] for the intensity
multiple-scattered light for several slab thicknesses. P
vious work [15] indicates that the transition of transport b
coherent waves to transport obeying the diffusion equati
can be studied as a function of slab thickness employi
the time-resolved BS equation. For thick samples the B
equation can be shown to be equivalent to the classi
equation of radiative transfer fork, . 1 [5,6]. Refractive
index mismatches can be introduced in the BS equat
quite straightforwardly [16]. We solved the wave equatio
in particular for finite slabs using the complex propagatio
constantK  vyc 1 iys2,d (assuming isotropic scatter-
ing for simplicity). One then obtains finite-size correction
depending onR to (a) the inhomogeneous or source term
the BS equation and (b) the BS integral kernel described
the Green’s function of the wave equation. ForLy, . 2,
our computed long-time exponential behavior gave valu
for 1ytD which agreed within numerical accuracy with re
sults from diffusion theory. Hence, no length dependen
of 1ytD differing from Eq. (6) was found in this extended
approach and our numerical results do not explain our e
perimental data forLy, , 8.

As is the standard practice in this field we assum
isotropic scattering in all the above calculations. Takin
into account anisotropic scattering may possibly expla
our experimental data. To numerically study dynam
finite-size effects for anisotropic scattering, however,
rather involved since one probably also has to focus on
specific intensity which also depends on the solid angle [

An alternative explanation for the length dependence
1ytD may lie in a renormalization ofD related to a proper
formulation of the scattering properties of TiO2 particles
in a finite geometry. WhenL, ,, andl are of the same
order of magnitude, the scattering amplitude depends
the position of the scatterer in the slab, which may res
in a modulation of the speed of light giving an effectiv
reduction of the diffusion coefficient.

In conclusion, we have introduced a new technique
study transient phenomena in multiple scattering med
4372
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It has been demonstrated here that this technique is c
acterized by a very high time resolution and an exce
tionally high dynamic range. Using this method new a
surprising results have been obtained in measurement
transmitted pulses through thin multiple scattering med
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